
Bloons TD 5

**About Bloons TD 5**

Bloons TD 5 is one of the most popular tower defense games for smartphones or tablets. Players

have to use apes and other defense weapons to protect their tower from the attacking balloons, or

Bloons. 

Bloons TD 5 is a colorful and well-designed tower defense game in which you have to defend your

tower with the help of apes, defense weapons and special agents. You have to burst the balloons,

which are also called Bloons, with different weapons to defend your towers. 

**Bloons TD 5 – how does it work? **

-	Defend your towers: In Bloons TD 5 your target is to protect your towers. For this purpose you

have to build towers, upgrade them and equip them with defense weapons. In this game, cute and

funny apes are your defense: Place the apes and other defense weapons along the route and burst

the approaching balloons. 

-	Choose the playing field: Bloons TD 5 offers you a wide range of different playing fields. Like that

you can play the game in different places like labyrinths or little islands in the ocean. In Bloons TD

5 you have the choice between overall more than 30 routes allowing you to experience the tower

defense adventure always in new surroundings. 

-	Collect monkey money: In Bloons TD 5 it is very important to own so called monkey money. By

dint of this special money you can buy e.g. defenders or weapons or rig your weapons. You can

also buy very effective offenders like the Bloonsday apparatus which can do huge damage. In

order that you can protect your tower as good as possible you have to collect monkey money

every day. 

-	Always new challenges: Besides many different and exciting levels, you also have the possibility

to participate in special quests. There are also new challenges every day in which you can give

proof of your skills. 

Conclusion: In Bloons TD 5 the right strategy is most important. You only win the popular tower

defense game if your apes and defense weapons are well-positioned and your defense is well

armed. The cute apes and other funny details make sure that the fun lasts long. Just use the

applied links. 


